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Abstract
While the need to “fuel the �ght” has been apparent for millennia, military planners 
and decision makers have not always appreciated the need to overcome challenges to 
doing so. Recently that has changed, whether considering congressionally directed 
investments in fuel infrastructure throughout the Western Paci�c or the Secretary of 
the Air Force’s bold decision to pursue the Next Generation Aerial Refueling System 
(NGAS; note the similarity to NGAD or Next Generation Air Dominance �ghter). 
Analytical capabilities in modeling, simulation, and other methods are not collectively ready to match the 
change in emphasis. Much of the deliberate planning for fuels stills occurs via manual entry with little (or no) 
scripting in spreadsheets. Some energy supportability analyses, used to inform speci�cation of the Energy Key 
Performance Parameter (E-KPP) for weapon systems in acquisition, are a kluge combination of simulations and 
parametric analyses that are incomplete, despite analysts’ best intentions. The purpose of today’s discussion is 
to add detail to these energy analysis cases, focusing on where the processes are broken and what steps DoD 
can take to remedy them.
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